
A continuous game that can be 2v2 or 3v3, example is 3v3. Game starts
with 3  on offense trying to score.  are on defense, they are trying
to gain possession of the puck and move a pass to teammates on the
boards ( 1), when pass is made all 1 are on offense and 
transition to defense and try to win possession to pass to their
teammates  1 who would then be on offense. 
As soon as teammates begin to attack on defense, the next group moves
down to be ready to go. In this example when  1 attack, 2 step
down on boards to be ready. 
Progression- add a designated  point man team on offense has to use
before attempting to score. Have player move around to become a
better option. Also change rules so player can only pass, only shoot, or
do whatever.

Key Points

Point of the game is to challenge players to think about going

from offense to defense. Making quick reads to get in proper

postion depending on the situation is critical to success. 

Good defensive habits- D side of opponent, stick on puck,

eliminate time and space

Good offensive habits- attack open space, move to be an option

See website for multiple puck control drills to conduct: Such as- inside
edges, outside edges, tight turns, mohawks, pivots facing 1 direction,
inside out pivots.
Include puck once skills are done and add: fakes and pull (left and
right), forehand only (skating forwards/backwards), expansion (long
reach), between legs, scooting 360
https://www.icehockeysystems.com/blog/coaching-tips/36-unique-
hockey-skills-can-be-practiced-simple-setup
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Offensive habits week 2- pass to an area, crash net
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Finnish Skill Series 8 mins



The goal of the game is for the offense to connect on 4 consecutive passes in a
row. If they do, they win and attack for a shot on goal. 2 versions are shown,
Corner to Half Wall (left) and Point to Half Wall (right).
Progressions:

If offensive is struggling have defensive player play with stick upside

down

Require more/less passes depending on skill

Make playing area smaller

Variation is create a triangle high in the zone (example on right)

Corner to Half Wall 2 vs 1 | Ice Hockey Systems Inc.
<https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-half-wall-2-vs-
1?
position=0&list=nsn_XyXtA7Oz6HbOpZJqZ9JTUp6mJYwsYccsZDbRLX4>

Key Points

Head up, moving to open spaces, communication

Use the boards to make bank passes

The "Pocket": A slang term used to denote an area on the ice most
times referring to the slot or the house. Getting open for a pass in the
“sweet” spot in the slot – between the hash marks. 
Version B

1 (facing boards) have to work the boards to �nd a passing

lane to   2

1 is playing  1 on the defensive side.

2 is getting in the OPEN pocket for a quick shot.

2 (Optional) to play  2 with the stick in passing lane and to

be in support if  1 makes it to the net.

This is a quick play with possible rebound. Get set up quickly so 

 can throw a puck back down boards for next chance. 5-8

reps before switching.

Version C

Make it a 3 vs 3.

Key Points

"Pocket" man moves around to �nd the area, far enough from

oposition high winger and too far for the netfront defence to go

to.

Corner forward looking over shoulder for "Pocket" man for a

quick, hard pass on the tape.

Half Wall 2v1 8 mins

Find the Pocket Man 8 mins
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https://www.icehockeysystems.com/hockey-drills/corner-half-wall-2-vs-1?position=0&list=nsn_XyXtA7Oz6HbOpZJqZ9JTUp6mJYwsYccsZDbRLX4


Coach spots a puck in front of the net, equidistant to the two

players along the goal line.

On the whistle, two players race for the loose puck. The player

that wins the puck ( 1) passes to the player at the blue line (

).

When the pass is completed,  player attacks the net 1v1

against the player who lost the initial puck race ( 2).  Play it

out to whistle.

1 goes to the blue line position for next rep, and the other

two go back to the goal line lines.

Variations: Coach can vary how the players start: on belly, back, face
the wall, etc., and placement of puck. Instead of a straight line race to
the puck, instruct players to circle behind net on start, creating a traf�c
scenario, where they have to "get through" opposition before skating
to loose puck.
MINNESOTA DRILL OF THE WEEK
Created by: Kurt Halstrom, Osseo-Maple Grove

Key Points

Quick, explosive starts.

Competing for loose pucks.

Emphasize good stick and create an angle on 1v1.

Multiple variations of small area battles. Coach draws goalline on the
ice

Players play 1v1/2v2, before they can go on offense, they must

take the puck below the goal line

2v1/3v1, one player must remain below the goal line

1v1/2v2, players must pass to player behind the net on change

of possession

Net facing boards, 1v1 small area

Player from each team stands on the top of the circle (and lower for
younger ages) in front of the net they are scoring on. 2/3 players from
each team enter the zone below the top of the circles to play 2v2/3v3.
To transition tey must pass to their teammate at the top of the circle
while working to create traf�c at the net when the shot is taken.
Alteration: If team only has 1 goalie have the one shooter still
designated in the high slot with the net in its regular position, teams
must still use shooter on change of possession.

Key Points

Crashing the net for scoring chances (tips/rebounds)

Quick release for point shots, put puck on net.

Good Luck 1 vs 1 8 mins
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Goal Line Game Variations 8 mins

Lidstrom 3v3/4v4 10 mins


